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Coloring Through Cancer: An Adult Coloring Book With 30 Positive Affirmations To Encourage Cancer Survivors (Volume 1)
Synopsis
Coloring Through Cancer is an inspirational adult coloring book featuring 30 single sided, unique adult coloring pages, designed specifically for people who have lived with or are living with cancer. Each coloring page includes a positive affirmation to encourage and uplift every colorist. Many cancer patients are already turning to adult coloring books to relax, relieve stress and get through treatment. Coloring Through Cancer takes adult coloring one step further for cancer patients by introducing powerful positive affirmations to each page. The positive affirmations found in the Coloring Through Cancer adult coloring book include: Cancer doesn’t define me It won’t be easy, but it will be worth it I will get through this I am not alone Nothing is impossible The pain that I’m feeling doesn’t compare to the joy that is coming My family and friends love me Nothing can steal my joy I give thanks for my full recovery and perfect health I am glowing with health and energy I choose to think positive thoughts I will beat cancer I am unstoppable Life doesn’t have to be perfect to be wonderful I believe in miracles Something good is going to happen today My body heals as I sleep I am beautiful I surround myself with love and light I will not give up My body grows stronger every day I will keep on living I heal with every breath in, and let go of cancer with every breath out I will persevere This too shall pass Cancer has no power over my dreams I will make every day count Some days are harder than others (but hard is not impossible) My courage is stronger than my fear I am more than a conqueror Anyone who has been through cancer, is going through cancer or who knows someone who has been affected by cancer will love this adult coloring book!
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The pages on this book are single sided and there are 30 pictures to color. The pages are not real thick and will bleed through. I purchased these books not to color myself, but to take to the chemotherapy room at the hospital I work for. I find coloring very therapeutic and thought what a better way to pass the time during the long treatment times and get a little encouragement too. I think this is a fabulous book that has so many different sayings that are upbeat. I bought 4 of them and am so excited to give them away and hope that it will bring some joy to the patient and families during such a hard time.

This book is not just for cancer fighters... many of the pages’ images and inspirational sayings are applicable to anyone dealing with any difficult situation. I found this book to be highly inspirational to myself, as I struggle with several chronic, incurable diseases, and some days, even coloring is far more than I can handle. But this book, and one page in particular, really touched my heart! (my partially colored pic is attached, along with my tattoo of the same sentiment)! I really love Ms. Clark’s artistic style, and the images in this book range from easy to intricate, and are suitable for all ages. I strongly recommend this book for anyone going through ANY struggle, and especially as a gift for a loved one who may be enduring cancer and treatments. No matter what, this too shall pass...

This is a very awesome and inspirational coloring book. I love all the pages. There are some things that are small to color but it’s nothing that I can’t handle. I just love the affirmations on each coloring page. As someone who has terminal Cancer, these are very important to me. It made me feel so much better just by looking at it and even better when I started coloring. I’m in love with this book and I most definitely recommend it to Cancer patients, survivors or their families and just everyone. Thank you Sarah Renae for your hard work and dedication on this coloring book.

This is a very inspirational book. I colored some of the pages then bought 10 more books to donate to my local cancer hospital. It’s great encouragement and affirmations.

This is another great offering by the very talented Sarah Renae Clark. The theme of this book is positive affirmations about dealing with cancer. The pages are all single sided and have their own
border, making it easy for you to remove the pages from the book without damaging the pictures. The backgrounds of the pictures are all different styles, some abstract, some line-type drawings, some with pretty flowers - something to please everyone. The affirmations in the middle of the pages are all different sayings to help anyone going through cancer or someone who is coping with a loved one having cancer, to help have a positive attitude during this trying time. I know that as a color enthusiast who uses coloring to relieve stress and keep my hands busy to control food issues, I sure wish I had had this book when I was being treated for breast cancer, just months after losing my husband to cancer. Go to ’s general review of this book to see the history behind Sarah’s making of Coloring Through Cancer. Thank you Sarah! All of Sarah’s work is very professional, unique and fun to color and her books always have her own original artwork. You will never find stock pictures in any her books! I would highly recommend all of her books, several others which also have very inspiring topics and themes.

i fell in love with this book sarah did an amazing job on this one. even if you dont have cancer its a great book. I advocate for childhood cancer and this book just touched my heart these little kids say every one of these pages.

What a try inspiring coloring book and lady the author is. A lot of the inspirational words can apply to just about any situation life can throw at you not just cancer so don’t feel like you’re bound by buying for someone with cancer it’s for anyone and everyone with so much love put into page you can feel it as you turn the pages. Can’t wait to see what is next from Sarah Renae Clark

I absolutely love this book. The quality of the drawings is very good., The affirmation, although aimed at people who are or have had, or care about someone that has battled cancer, are perfect reminders for everyone. I will probably be back to repurchase for a friend. Sarah Clark is a very talented artist. I would recommend this book to everyone!
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